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An Entrepreneurship Program for Artists 
 

Artist-2-Entrepreneur is an all-ages program 

designed for artists by artists to accelerate 

their artistic genius and manifest it into a 

compelling story, brand & platform that sells. 

Co-produced by and delivered on location at 



 

Program Overview 

Artists do things differently. That’s why they are artists. It is with this simple premise that we have 

designed an entrepreneurship program, Artist-2-Entrepreneur, which respects the journey of artists 

through principles that make best use of resources at hand while integrating decision-making tools to 

help them explore new opportunities, make smart business decisions and sell more.  The Artist-2-

Entrepreneur program is designed for artists that intend to create more value for their artistic pursuits, 

and are committed to exploring or accelerating entrepreneurial opportunities.  
 

What we know. Many expert entrepreneurs are more like artists than typical ‘business people.’ 

Research has shown that expert entrepreneurs use “effectual” logic to build up their business. This 

simply means that rather than starting with a concrete vision in mind, expert entrepreneurs start with a 

general direction and action; then remain flexible over time as new ideas, people, and tools show up in 

their entrepreneurial journey. They find - and sometimes even ‘create’ - new opportunities along the 

way. This is quite different from the standard path of preparing a business plan, seeking investors and 

working towards sales projections. It is not an anything goes approach. It is about setting a clear vision, 

being confident in your genius and acumen, and using a set of decision-making tools to keep you safe 

and prosperous in business.  
 

Why now?  The Artist-2-Entrepreneur program launched in conjunction with the Nanaimo Bar 

PopUP Store in March 2016. The program and the PopUP store are mutually beneficial.  The PopUP 

store creates an environment for artists to 1) product and market test, 2) experience different sales 

platforms (live events, online retail, retail store – more platforms coming in 2016!), 3) expand their 

network of connections and influential stakeholders. The Artist-2-Entrepreneur program provides the 

structure, building blocks, and support from people committed to seeing artist participants thrive! 
 

Who we are and how WE arrived here. The Artist-2-Entrepreneur program was developed 

in collaboration by i) Fiona Friesen, Chief Visionary Officer Glue Solutions; ii) Angie Barnard, Chief 

Motivating Officer The Network Hub; iii) Kim McDonald, Chief Storyteller and author of Storytelling4 

Entrepreneurs. Fiona is an expert marketer having serviced 100+ companies & entrepreneurs 

throughout Canada; and, her artistic claim to fame is upcycling three Boeing 737s worth of plane-seat 

leather into Aviator Dopp Kits generating over $5,000 in her Etsy store in three months under her 

MODO marketplace brand. Angie is an expert partnerships broker and community engagement 

engineer in government, non-profit, corporations and small business enterprise. Angie’s artistic claim to 

fame is generating and managing $2,000,000 in sponsorship at the Perth International Arts Festival.  

Kim is an expert at taking products to market quickly & successfully using innovation & technology; and, 

her artistic claim to fame is writing and publishing a highly sought after book, Storytelling4 

Entrepreneurs.   
 

Program facilitators - Angie & Fiona, two of Nanaimo’s most creative entrepreneurs. 

 

Angie Barnard. Angie is the  

motivating force behind The Network Hub  

on Vancouver Island, aggregating best-in- 

class programs, events, work spaces and  

connections to drive happiness, cash flow,  

equity and sustainability return-on- 

investments for local businesses.  

 

 

Fiona Friesen.  Fiona is the force 

behind Glue Solutions, helping business 

leaders connect with their stakeholders and 

create value at every touch point. Fiona is also 

a textile artist with a passion for making 

‘something from nothing’ with upcycled and 

sustainable materials. Her textile adventures 

are lived under the name MODOmake 

(modomake.com). 



 

Program Outcomes 

 Unleash your distinctive compelling story! Then use storytelling basics to convey clear, value-

added messages about your artistic genius to influential stakeholders – buyers, supporters, 

suppliers, beneficiaries 

 Mine your existing network for new opportunities by making inquires, listening to feedback and 

making simple connections that leverage potential 

 Create pathways to achieve lofty goals by realizing do-able next steps and acting on them 

 Learn to spot and apply the principles of effectual logic, and use them to guide decision-making 

in your business 

 Define your biggest obstacles and develop simple pathways (or tools) to overcome them 

 

The Artist-2-Entrepreneur Program includes: 
 

 4 Group Workshops (details on the next page) 
 

 3 TeamUP Sessions (booked independently to achieve personal acceleration breakthroughs) 

 

Your Commitment & Investment 

If you are still reading, then you are on the right path to investing in your artistic genius and 

unleashing effortless entrepreneurial pursuits.  Now you need to make a commitment in yourself.   

Here is what is required for this program to be a success for you:  

 Commit to investing in yourself.  Be confident in your decision to pursue the Artist-2-

Entrepreneur path. Make the investment to unleash and accelerate your artistic genius, and 

pursue effortless entrepreneurship.  

 Show up. Put all road blocks aside.  Be fully engaged in the process.  Attend the four 

sessions with an open mind to learning and achieving advancement towards your goals. 

Take advantage of the offer to meet one-on-one program facilitators.  

 Accept becoming a Crew Member. Through this program you will develop a community of 

fellow artists, entrepreneurs and supporters that can learn from your experiences, and you 

can learn from them.  You will gain a crew.  You will become crew for others.   

 Tell your story, and let others tell your story for you. Program involvement includes a 

commitment to share your story; and, allow Glue Solutions, The Network Hub, and other 

influential stakeholders that are passionate about seeing you thrive share your story.   

 

 
 



 

The Pathway: Workshops & TeamUPs (12 hours, 4 weeks) 
 

# Lesson Title Lesson Topics 

1 Unleash Your 
Distinctive Artist 
Story 
 
(2 hour workshop) 

Every artist entrepreneur is distinct and has a compelling service or offer to the world. 

● Individual introductions. Understand this is a journey you are taking together. Be 

open and stay open to learning through the program and from each other.   

● What brought you here?  What are your goals? 

● Program, overview and why we love helping artists thrive! 

 

Activity: Personal Map. Through this no rules, only guidance process you will draw 

connections between those you are engaged with, how they influence your work as an 

artist (e.g. they may be buyers, mentors, friends/family or muses). 

 

Take home: Create your Personal Manifesto. 

2 The 
Entrepreneurship 
Method 
 
(2 hour workshop) 

The Entrepreneurship Method and its relationship to artist-entrepreneurs. 

● Communicate your distinctive, compelling story.  

● Overview of five Principles of Effectuation: 1. Bird-in-hand, 2. Patchwork Quilt, 3. 

Affordable Loss, 4. Lemonade, 5. Pilot-in-the-Plane 

● Overview of three Business Story Elements: 1. Plot, 2. Characters, 3. Magic 

 

Activity: Acumen & Skills Map: Through this no judgement, only gratitude process 

you will uncover patterns and start identifying with those acumen and skills you find 

effortless.  Discussion: What roads have you been down? Were they dead ends or did 

they lead to open doors? What went through your mind as you chose your path. (e.g. 

social media, shows, classes, lecturing, volunteering, partnerships).  We will apply an 

entrepreneurial lens and work towards platforms and decisions that work best for you. 

 

Take home: Consider your Personal Map & Manifesto, and your Acumen & Skills Map, 

and research 3-5 potential platforms that may suit you and that you would like to 

explore with the group.  

3 Unveil the 
Characters in your 
Cast 
 
(2 hour workshop) 

Many people will influence your artistic genius and pathway to entrepreneurship. Unveil 

who they are, categorize them, consider their needs, and craft versions of your story 

that best meet their needs. Including: 1. The Villain (the blockers), 2. The Villagers (who 

you serve), 3. Hero (your most productive platform), 4. Sidekicks (influential supporters) 

 

Activity: Character Map: Through this no limits, only inspiration process you will 

personify the essential characters in your Artist-2-Entrepreneur path. Do existing 

characters need clarity on your genius?  Are there missing characters that you need to 

pursue? How can you side-step villains or convert blocks to opportunities?  

 

Take home: Considering your Personal Map & Manifesto, choose one Platform that 

uses effortless Acumen & skills to strengthen 2-4 character relationships. Take notes 

on your experiences to share with the group to glean further insight from your crew.  

4 Building your 
Business as an Artist 
entrepreneur 
 
(2 hour workshop) 

Create a clear path to purchase with confident perspective that it pays to make people 

happy.  

 

Activity: Action Map: Through this no doubts, only action process you will establish 3-

5 actions you will take in the next 30 days towards manifesting your goals.   

 

Take home:  Just do it! Join our Artist-2-Entrepreneur Facebook Group.  

 Individual TeamUP 
Sessions 

Each participant may also book three additional mentoring sessions to cover 
personal quandaries, situations or learn more about specific tools or platforms. 



 

Let’s Get Going! 

 
The Next Crew  
Due to the intense nature of the program and our commitment to investing in each program participant, 
we limit each program to eight (8) participants. Our research and experience also shows that the magic 
number of maximum eight (8) Artist-2-Entrpeneurs achieves the most productive outcomes.  
 

Next Launch Date: 25 March 2016  
Four Group Workshops will be scheduled between 25 March and 17 April 2016.  We will achieve 
consensus from all participants on dates/times post registration.   

 
Register on Glue’s website: http://www.gluehq.com/products/artist-2-entrepreneur 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

MICRO-LOAN  

Do not let cashflow be a barrier to 
participation.  Consider our micro-loan option 
that allows you to make monthly installments 
over 4 months.  
 
 
 
 

Micro-Loan Sponsor: TBC 
 

STUDENTS-OF-LIFE   

For each program, we will consider up to 2 students that 
can offer innovative non-cash proposals for participation. 
Proposals need to demonstrate exceptional value to Glue 
or The Network Hub through your time, expertise or product 
or service donation to a good cause. The 
activity/commitment needs to be clearly defined with a start 
and end date & deliverables. 
 

Students-of-Life Sponsor: TBC 
 


